
.&.QULD KEEP IN MIND SOMETHING THAT WOULD BE USEFUL

Cut out the correct shape and size, and
bind with tape. Gut the upper "part a
correct slipper shape, making the sea'm
pme at the back and bind all edges with

pe, then overhang the upper part to
the sole.
oiThe case isenvelop"e shape and slip-

pers and case are easily washed.
The' collar, cuff and jabot show the

possibilities of two or ihree handker- -
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('chiefs used in the illustrations cost fr
cents apiece and have design of
fsAe which makes an attractive edge.

The collar is made from one edge of
rone handkerchief, two of-- the corners
forming the fronts, and a third corner,
to the depth of about eight inches, makes
the jabpt, plea'ting as shown,

i The cuffs an edge of another handker
chief, tiny tucks being made on each side
of the fronts or corners, until the re
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a

quired size.
The side jabot is made from

one handkerchief, cutting so as to
make one corner corne over the
other, as shown jn the illustra-
tion. Turn in the inner edge and
hem neatly down.
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WHEN A WOMAN IS RIPE
Women are beginning to look
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border,

upon the age of 40
as their prime. It is
something more
than the old alliter-
ative maxim, "fair,
fat and forty;" it is
the idea of the beau-
ty and wholesome-nes- s

that goes with
ripeness. And ripe-
ness is perfection. "

The ripe woman
should be not only
comely; she should
.be mentally 'sweet
and sound :, she
should - have social-grace-s;

she should
have a well-found-

character in every
sense. In a word,

Jat 40, she should be the very "best
of which she is capable.

Recent magazine articles have
shown a number of public women,
especially actresses, a,t ther prim
of their beautywhen 40 years old.
Now comes Dr. George P. Shears,
of New York, with the declara-
tion that "women should be at
her best between 40 and SO." He
lays down these rules Which are
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